Grade 6 2021 Wednesday 13 January 2021
FAREME
WALT: Explain causes of changes in families.
⃣. What are family dynamics?
.⃣ Define the following terms
a . migration
b . rural to urban migration
c . congestion
⃣. Give two causes of family dynamics.
⃣. List any one example of a push factor.
.⃣ Give a reason why the changes in the family may be
a . welcome
b . not welcome.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Read the following notes and copy them into your exercise book
WALT: Form nouns
{ - ment; - ity}
What is a noun? Can you write a sentence answering this
question and list 10 examples of nouns.
✳ Nouns can be formed by inserting the suffix (-ment) at the end
of a verb or adjective.
Examples:
❇ a . There has been a lot of develop in the country.
b . There has been a lot of development in the country.

❇

a . The team needs encourage to win.
b . The team needs encouragement to win.

✳ Some nouns can be formed by inserting the suffix (-ity). In most
cases, nouns formed from the suffix (-ity) change spellings from the
original word.
Example
❇ It is my responsibility to take care of my pos…
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WALT:Form nouns
Form nouns using the words in bold
Add - ment or - ity
⃣The assign was given to the students
⃣ The villagers reached an agree to dig a dip well.
⃣ There should be equal among boys and girls.
⃣ The twin's similar confused people.
⃣ The young thief was a disappoint to his family.
⃣ You could tell from the arrange in the house that her mother
was around.
⃣ There has been notable improve in your behaviour.
⃣ The available of a clean water source is crucial.

